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Abstract—We present an image analysis approach for reverse tone mapping of high dynamic range (HDR) content. The goal is to expand the dynamic range of existing low dynamic range content, to be properly shown on modern HDR displays. Most of the existing reverse tone mapping operators fail to offer a good solution in cases where the input images contain large saturated areas. In this paper we present an interactive, higher-level approach to reverse tone mapping. Inspired by the Zone System used in photography, it can also be used as an artistic tool where both the tonal balance and the mood of the final depiction can be adjusted by the user. Potential applications apart from visualization include algorithms for image or scene analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing dynamic range of modern monitors enables them to display images with much greater contrast, similar to some real-world scenes. High dynamic range (HDR) content visualized on these monitors therefore recreates the real world more faithfully than low dynamic range (LDR) images viewed on conventional displays. However, there exists a great amount of legacy content which has been recorded and stored in low dynamic range formats, which now needs to be dealt with for a correct visualization on HDR displays.

Reverse tone mapping (rTM) refers to the process of expanding the range of an LDR input image or video to create an HDR depiction which matches real-world luminance values as faithfully as possible. Existing rTM operators work under the general assumption that highly saturated pixels need to be expanded much more than the rest. Even though these techniques can produce appealing results for a wide range of LDR content, there are some cases in which this approach may not be the best way to proceed, as shown recently by Masia and colleagues [1]. These cases include images -such as those shown in Figure I, which contain large saturated areas, either because of artistic purposes or due to a bad exposure. While the automatic detection of poorly exposed areas (as opposed to artistic choices) is still an open problem [2], we opt here for a user-in-the-loop approach.

We present two different techniques, one based in traditional photography, and another based on the detection of salient features; both allow the user to control dynamic range expansion based on her own preferences or intended goal. The techniques can also be used in combination with each other.

II. A PHOTOGRAPHIC APPROACH

The so-called Zone System was introduced by Ansel Adams as a guide to produce good photographs with correct tonal values [3]. Following Adams' technique the luminance values in a scene can be divided into ten different luminance zones (0 through IX, see Figure II) [4]. Once the luminance range of the LDR input image is divided into zones in this way, our first proposed reverse tone mapping technique works by assigning different expansion functions to the different zones. Although in theory these functions could be as complex as desired, we choose to use linear functions for each zone, as they offer a good balance between simplicity and control over the expansion. Thus, the resulting rTM function is piece-wise linear. The darkest and the brightest zones (0 and IX, respectively) of the LDR image are mapped to the lowest and the highest luminance values of the HDR display. A second constraint is that the rTM function must be monotonically increasing, as otherwise gradient reversals may appear that spoil the final depiction. Adjusting the slopes of each of the zones may seem like an involved process; however, in the end it somehow resembles what photographers constantly do, as it translates to assigning ranges of the HDR image luminance to each zone of the LDR input image. Besides, the calculation of the resulting HDR image is almost immediate, thus allowing the user to try different curves before choosing the final one.

Figure III shows an example result; it depicts an expended HDR image obtained by using our proposed piece-wise linear curve, on which only three values were specified: Zone IV being assigned 10% of the HDR image luminance range, Zone VI is assigned 40% of that range, and Zone VII 50% of it, which translates into adjusting just three points of the LDR--HDR curve shown. We can also appreciate how this simple tuning of the rTM function yields a more appealing depiction than the linear scaling commonly used in most automatic dynamic range expansion techniques.
A. Saliency Cuts

This method (fully described in [5]) is essentially a combination of two techniques: the use of graph cuts for object segmentation, and a spectral approach to saliency detection [6]. Interactive graph cuts methods pose object segmentation as a minimal graph cuts problem. The nodes of the graph are formed by image pixels, and the two terminal nodes \{s,t\} correspond to object and background, respectively. The marking of pixels as object or background by the user constitute the hard constraints on the problem, while soft constraints, which take into account boundary and region information, are also incorporated. The problem of finding minimal cuts in the graph is then solved via a max-flow algorithm. Figure IV (top) shows an example result of this saliency detection method.

The idea behind the Saliency Cuts framework is that even though interactive graph cuts can yield very accurate segmentations when proper priors are used, it usually requires a skillful user to select the appropriate regions to feed the algorithm. However, saliency regions can serve as seeds to the graph cuts segmentation process, thus obtaining an automatic and accurate separation between the salient object and the background. The limitations of the method lie in the fact that they can only detect a single object and in their assumption that the salient object is at the center of the image, while the sides are always assumed to belong to the background.

B. Learning-Based Saliency

In essence, this method formulates the problem as a Conditional Random Field (CRF) in which probabilities are inferred using a combination of salient features. Learning using a large training database is used to determine the optimal linear combination of the computed salient features. Given an input image, the goal is to obtain a binary saliency mask. We refer the reader to the work by Liu et al. for more details on this method [7]. The training stage is performed on a large database of about 21,000 images, where the salient object has been manually labeled.

Within this framework, the user can choose three different feature functions at different levels: multi-scale contrast at local level, center-surround histogram at regional level, and color spatial distribution at a global level. Our experiments confirm that the combination of all three yields an optimal result. Figure IV (bottom row) shows an example of these feature functions used and the final saliency mask obtained from them.

C. Expanding Dynamic Range

Once the division in object of interest and background has been performed, different expansion functions can be used for each. These expansion functions can be of any type. Given that we are focusing on an interactive approach where the user guides the reverse tone mapping process, we choose again to use piece-wise linear functions after a separation in luminance zones as explained before. Resulting HDR images obtained with our rTM framework and the corresponding saliencies and expansion functions are shown in the following subsections.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure V shows an example of a complete pipeline using our rTM approach, combining the two techniques described in the previous sections. The original image is segmented yielding a binary mask containing the salient object, and a division in luminance zones of the input image is performed. Next, the user can adjust the range of luminance in the HDR final image that will be assigned to each zone, both for the seals and for the background independently. This allows the user to easily manipulate the tonal balance of the image to get the best depiction. In this case a piece-wise linear curve (shown in blue in the graph) has been applied to the seals, thus increasing their contrast and making them more salient; the snow has been just linearly expanded. Note that existing approaches would either apply the same expansion function to all the image, or automatically aim to expand the snow only, since it contains most of the saturated pixels in the image.

In this first example, segmentation has been performed using Saliency Cuts (seeds used for the foreground and background are shown in blue and red, respectively). Even though both of the saliency detection methods presented produce segmentations accurate enough for our purposes given input images that are not excessively complex, for increasing complexity (either morphological or related to luminance values) manual segmentation may be necessary. The presence of more than two salient objects in the image would also require a manual segmentation, as the methods discussed cannot segment more than one object.

In the results presented in Figure VI, the object of interest (the kid’s face) was segmented manually and, again, different zone-based piece-wise linear expansion functions were used for the salient object and for the background.
The interactive nature of our approach implies that the functions for reverse tone mapping, which determine how the high dynamic range image will look, are adjusted and tuned with low dynamic range renditions of the images as real-time feedback. This is reasonable due to the fact that recent psychophysical experiments have demonstrated that the subjective quality of HDR images that have been generated from LDR images depends more on the presence of absence of spatial artifacts than on the exact luminance values, and thus a reasonably predictive evaluation of an HDR image can be done with an LDR depiction of it [1].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have presented an interactive approach to reverse tone mapping, which can be useful for a wide variety of images, and in particular those containing large saturated areas. The basis of our method is inspired by photographer Ansel Adams’ well-known Zone System, which allows us to divide the luminance range of the image into zones. With the aid of this division in zones, and in an interactive process, a piecewise linear function to expand the LDR image can be provided by the user. Furthermore, our technique includes the possibility of using higher-level information as a guide for the expansion, segmenting the image in the object of interest and the background and using different expansion functions for each. This interactive approach offers a tool to expand the dynamic range of a scene with significant yet intuitive control over the final result. Besides, being able to freely adjust the luminance ranges of the zones makes it possible to obtain very different HDR depictions of the same input image, potentially providing an artistic tool for photographers and artists in general.

Regarding future work, adding a fitting step of the piecewise linear rTM functions proposed to smoother ones would be desirable. In the same sense, when dealing with content-aware rTM, taking care of the luminance transitions in the boundary between the objects of interest and the backgrounds would be necessary, either by somehow smoothing the binary mask or by placing constraints to the relationship between both the object's and the background's expansion functions.

Besides, thorough comparison between the proposed rTM technique and existing reverse tone mapping operators by means of psychophysical experiments would certainly be interesting for the field. Additionally, salient object detection is an open field of research, and our approach would definitely benefit from future advances in this field. Other lines of future research could involve the design of a contrast-based rTMO, working in the visual response space defined by the human visual system.

Another interesting line of future work would be to combine our content-aware approach with recent expansion methods based on a statistical analysis of the input image [8], or with a computational displays approach (see [9] for a recent review), taking into account the powerful combination of the joint design of optics, electronics, and algorithms.
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